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Abstract� We apply recent results on the minimax risk in density esti�
mation to the related problem of pattern classi	cation� The notion of loss
we seek to minimize is an information theoretic measure of how well we
can predict the classi	cation of future examples� given the classi	cation
of previously seen examples� We give an asymptotic characterization of
the minimax risk in terms of the metric entropy properties of the class of
distributions that might be generating the examples� We then use these
results to characterize the minimax risk in the special case of noisy two�
valued classi	cation problems in terms of the Assouad density and the
Vapnik�Chervonenkis dimension�

� Introduction

The most basic problem in pattern recognition is the problem of classifying
instances consisting of vectors of measurements into a one of a �nite number
of types or classes� One standard example is the recognition of isolated capital
characters� in which the instances are measurements on images of letters and
there are �� classes� one for each letter� Another example is the classi�cation
of aircraft according to features extracted from their radar images� Problems of
this type are called classi�cation problems in statistics� In this paper we derive
theoretical bounds on the best performance that can be obtained for statistical
methods that perform classi�cation�

Let us denote the entire collection of measurements for a single instance by
x� We will refer to x as an instance or a feature vector� The feature vector is a
random quantity that varies from instance to instance� so we will also use the
random variable X� or the random variables X�� � � � � Xn to refer to a random
instance� and n independently selected random instances� respectively� We use
the notation Xi � x to denote that the set of measurements of the ith random
instance is x� The classes in our preselected family will be numbered f�� � � � �Kg�
For a given instance x� the true class of the instance will be denoted by y �
f�� � � � �Kg� or by the random variable Y � The pair �x� y�� or �X�Y �� will be
called an example� A sequence of n independent random examples will be denoted
�X�� Y��� � � � � �Xn� Yn� or �x�� y��� � � � � �xn� yn� and abbreviated by Sn�

One simple view of a method of classi�cation is as a function that takes as
input an instance x and outputs a classi�cation y � f�� � � � �Kg� However� in prac	
tice one cannot be certain of one
s classi�cation� so it is better� given an instance



x� to output a probability distribution f �P �Y � yjX � x� � � � y � Kg that
speci�es the estimated probability of each of the possible classes for the instance
x� We refer to this distribution as the predictive distribution� The predictive
distribution tells not only which class is deemed most likely� but how con�dent
the system is in that classi�cation� and what� if any� are good alternative clas	
si�cations� If� as is nearly always the case� there are dierent costs associated
with making dierent kinds of misclassi�cations� then a separate decision making
module can use the predicted probabilities produced by the classi�cation system
to decide on the optimal action to take� The theory of making optimal decisions
from given these probability distributions is quite simple� and is treated fully in
standard texts such as that by Duda and Hart ����� so we will not elaborate on it
here� Rather we will focus solely on the problem of obtaining accurate predictive
distributions� which is the critical part of the problem�

The predictive distribution can be estimated by estimating the joint proba	
bility distribution over the random variables X and Y � This joint distribution is
usually broken down into a prior distribution fP �Y � y� � � � y � Kg for the
values of Y � specifying which of the classes are a priori more likely than others�
and a generative model that gives a conditional probability P �X � xjY � y� for
each x and y� which speci�es a distribution over the instances for each class� The
estimated predictive probability distribution f �P �Y � yjX � x� � � � y � Kg is
then obtained by applying Bayes rule�

When a classi�cation method is trained to estimate the joint distribution
on X and Y � a set of independent random examples Sn � �x�� y��� � � � � �xn� yn�
is used� We will refer to this as the training set� In this process� one cannot
explore all possible joint distributions� Nor would one want to explore all possible
distributions� since given only a �nite training set� it is impossible� using only
a moderate sized training set� to pick out a good distribution from the set of
all possible distributions with any kind of statistical reliability in all but trivial
cases� Rather� it is up to the designer of the system to use his knowledge to
pick a particular class of joint distributions on X and Y from which to choose
his statistical model� We will refer to this class as �� and let � � � denote a
particular model in this class� Formally� each � is the name or index for a joint
probability distribution P� on X and Y � We will denote probabilities under
the particular distribution indexed by � by conditioning on �� For example� the
probability that Y � y given that X � x� using the joint distribution indexed
by �� will be denoted P �Y � yjx� ��� Note that we have also abbreviated by
conditioning on x only� rather than conditioning on X � x� We will also do this
henceforth� to shorten our notation�

When assessing the performance of a classi�cation system� there are two
key issues to address� How well does the best distribution in � approximate
the true joint distribution on X and Y � and how close does the method of
estimation get to �nding the best distribution in �� The dierence between
the best model in � and the true joint distribution is called the approximation
error� and the dierence between the model that the estimation method �nds
and the best model in � is called the estimation error� There is usually a tradeo



between the approximation and estimation errors� the larger one makes �� the
more the approximation error can be reduced� but the more the estimation error
increases� In order to optimize this tradeo� it is important that the designer of
a classi�cation method have good bounds on the approximation and estimation
errors for the class � of models he is using� There is a good general theory on
approximation error� starting with the fundamental theorems of approximation
theory� as given� for example� in the classic book of Lorentz ���� �see also ����
����� While in speci�c cases this error depends strongly on the nature of the
true distribution� which is unknown� one can still make statements about the
general approximability of functions or distributions in one family by functions
or distributions in another� On the other hand� the estimation error can be
analyzed somewhat independently from the true distribution� as we will show
below� We focus on the estimation error in this paper� We show that rigorous
bounds on the estimation error of the best possible classi�cation systems can be
established making a minimal set of assumptions�

Because we analyze estimation error� all our performance bounds will be
relative to the performance of the best possible model in �� For this reason
we will refer to � as the comparison class� If a classi�cation method takes the
training examples and produces from them an estimated model �� � �� we will
ask how well does �� perform compared to the best model �� in the comparison
class �� Performance will be assessed on further random examples drawn from
the same joint distribution used to generate the training examples� However� we
will also consider methods that use an estimated model �� that is not a member
of the comparison class � in order to make their predictions� For example� Bayes
methods use a weighted mixture of models in � to make predictions� and often
this mixture does not correspond to any single model in �� In a Bayes method�
a prior distribution over the parameter space � is speci�ed� Combined with
the observed examples� this prior generates a posterior distribution on �� The
predictive distribution is then obtained by integrating over all the conditional
distributions in �� weighted according to this posterior distribution �see e�g�
������ Some of the most successful classi�cation methods are Bayes methods�
or computationally e�cient approximations to Bayes methods� We will discuss
these methods further in the last section of this paper� after we have established
the basic theory of estimation error�

This paper is organized as follows� In section � we give a minimax de�nition
of the estimation error for a comparison model class �� We use relative entropy
to measure the dierence between the learner
s predictive distribution �P and
the best distribution in �� Then in the following three sections we develop the
theoretical tools needed to determine the rate at which this estimation error
converges to zero as a function of the sample size n� The main concepts used
are the Hellinger distance� and the metric entropy of � with respect to this
distance� Then in section � we look at the problem of cumulative minimax risk
for a series of predictions made on	line by an adaptive classi�cation method� It
turns out that tighter estimates of the convergence rate of the estimation error
can be made in this case using the general theory� Following this� in section



�� we compare the classi�cation results obtained this way to the results that
can be obtained using the Vapnik	Chervonenkis theory ����� Here we restrict
ourselves to a special problem of two	class classi�cation that has been called
�noisy concept learning� in the AI and computational learning theory literature
���� �� ��� ��� ���� We show how fairly precise� general rates can be obtained for
this problem based on a combinatorial parameter known as the Assouad density
���� which is related to the VC dimension ����� Finally� we review the implications
of these results in the closing section� section ��

The main results given here are derived from results in ���� �see also ����
��� ��� ����� where a general theory of minimax estimation error using relative
entropy is developed that applies not only to classi�cation problems in the form
that we have de�ned them� but to other important statistical problems� including
regression and density estimation�

There is a large statistical literature on minimax rates for estimation error for
general statistical problems� However� much of this work has been done using
loss functions other than relative entropy� see e�g� the texts ���� ���� Our line
of investigation� based on relative entropy� has its roots in the early work by
Ibragimov and Hasminskii� who showed that the cumulative relative entropy
risk for Bayes methods for parametric density estimation on the real line is
approximately �d��� logn� where d is the number of parameters and n is the
sample size ����� In this case they were even able to estimate the lower order
additive terms in this approximation� which involve the Fisher information and
the entropy of the prior� Further related results were given by Efroimovich ����
and Clarke ����� Clarke and Barron gave a detailed analysis� with applications�
of the risk of the Bayes strategy ����� discussing the relation of the cumulative
relative entropy loss to the notion of redundancy in information theory� and
giving applications to hypothesis testing and portfolio selection theory� These
results were extended to the cumulative relative entropy Bayes and minimax
risk in ���� �see also ����� Related lower bounds� which are often quoted� were
obtained by Rissanen ����� based on certain asymptotic normality assumptions�

Estimations of the relative entropy risk in nonparametric cases were obtained
in ��� �� ��� ��� ���� General approaches� for loss functions other than the relative
entropy� to minimax risk in nonparametric density estimation were pioneered by
Le Cam� who introduced methods using metric entropy and Hellinger distance
�see e�g� ������ This approach is further developed in ��� �� ��� ��� �� �� ��� ��� ����
The results of sections � through � show how this theory can be applied to the
classi�cation problem�

� Using relative entropy and minimax risk to de�ne

estimation error

Let us summarize the problem we are considering in its abstract setting� The
training data is a sequence of examples Sn � �x�� y��� � � � � �xn� yn�� where each
instance xt is an element of an arbitrary set X� the instance space and each
outcome yt is an element of a �nite set Y � the outcome space� �Here and below we



will use X to denote both a random instance� and the instance space from which
it is drawn� and similarly for Y � The usage will be clear from the context�� Given
this training data and a new instance x � X� a classi�cation method produces
an estimated predictive distribution

�P �Y � yjx� Sn�
that speci�es the estimated probability that the outcome will be y� for each
possible outcome y � Y � given that the instance is x� and given the previous
training examples� Note that in this notation we explicitly show the dependence
of this estimated distribution on the previous training examples� whereas this
dependence was implicit in the previous section� To evaluate the performance
of the classi�cation method� we have a comparison model class �� where each
� � � denotes a joint distribution P� on X and Y � here viewed as random
variables� We are concerned with the estimation error� which we have de�ned
informally as the dierence between the performance of the classi�cation method
in estimating the outcome Y � and the performance of the best model in �� We
now formalize this notion�

��� General setting

When assessing performance� we need a function that measures how much the
predictive distribution �P �Y � yjx� Sn� diers from the distribution P �Y �
yjx� ��� produced by the best model �� � �� While there are several func	
tions that are often used in the literature to measure the dierence between
two probability distributions� the most natural one to choose here is the rela�
tive entropy or Kullback�Leibler divergence� This measure has a deep and useful
information	theoretic interpretation� and it is also arises naturally in related
statistical contexts� where loglikelihood ratios play a fundamental role� For two
discrete probability distributions P � �p�� � � � � pK� and Q � �q�� � � � � qK�� the
relative entropy between P and Q is de�ned by

DKL�P jjQ� �
KX
i��

pi log
pi
qi
�

This quantity is nonnegative� and is � if and only if P � Q� In information
theory� � log pi is the amount of information contained in the event i under the
distribution P � or equivalently� the minimum number of bits �if logarithm base
� is used� it takes to encode the event i in the optimal �block� code based on
the the distribution P is used� The relative entropy DKL�P jjQ� is the dierence
between the average number of bits to encode an event when the true probability
distribution is P and the optimal code based on the distribution P is used� and
the average number of bits when the true distribution is P � but the optimal code
based on the distribution Q is used� This is called redundancy in information
theory� It is a measure of the regret you have at using the distribution Q to
de�ne your code� instead of the optimal �true� distribution P �



We can use the relative entropy to de�ne a regret that is suered if we
use some nonoptimal estimate �P �Y � yjx� Sn� instead of the best distribution
P �Y � yjx� ���� The relative entropy between these two distributions is

X
y

P �Y � yjx� ��� log P �Y � yjx� ���
�P �Y � yjx� Sn�

�

which we can write for short as DKL�P ��jx� ���jj �P ��jx� Sn��� The loglikelihood
ratio

log
P �Y � yjx� ���
�P �Y � yjx� Sn�

plays a fundamental role here� and will be referred to as the loss for the particular
prediction for outcome y� Of course� if the predictive distribution gives higher
probability than the distribution P�� does to the outcome y that actually occurs�
then this loss is negative� and thus may be interpreted as a gain� The relative
entropy is the average loss� assuming that the outcome y is generated at random
according to the best distribution P��� where �� in �� This distribution P�� is
often referred to as the true distribution� since it plays that role in this analysis�

The average regret is called the risk in statistics� Here� to de�ne the risk� we
average over possible training sets Sn and possible instances x� We also assume
that these are generated according to the true distribution P�� � Thus for all
n � � we can de�ne the risk as

rn��� �P ��
�� �

Z
�X�Y �n

dPn
���Sn�

Z
X

dP
�marg�
�� �x�DKL�P ��jx� ���jj �P ��jx� Sn���

Here
R
�X�Y �n

dPn
���Sn� denotes expectation with respect to the random choice of

the training set Sn� chosen according to the n	fold product distribution onX�Y
de�ned by the parameter ��� and

R
X
dP

�marg�
�� denotes the expectation with

respect to an additional random instance x� chosen according to the marginal
distribution on X de�ned by the parameter ���

From the properties of relative entropy� the risk rn� �P ��
�� is a nonnegative

number for every n� and is � only when the estimated distribution is the same as
the true distribution �with probability ��� Once a comparison class � is chosen�
the goal in designing a classi�cation method �P is to make the risk rn� �P ��

�� as
small as possible for each n and �� � �� However� any method �P will work better
for some �� and worse for others� so there is always some �risk� in choosing a
method �P � since one might get a true distribution P�� that is unfavorable for
that method� To deal with this� when evaluating methods we can look at the
minimax risk� which is de�ned as the minimum over all classi�cation methods
of the maximum risk over all true distributions in �� i�e�

rminimaxn � rminimaxn ��� � inf
�P

sup
����

rn� �P ��
���

We de�ne the estimation error for � for training samples of size n to be this
minimax risk rminimaxn ���� It represents the best possible worst case performance



that can be achieved for any classi�cation method using n training examples�
when the true distribution is in ��

Note that since Y is �nite� the minimax risk rminimaxn is bounded by log jY j�
the logarithm of the cardinality of the outcome space Y � To see this� note that we
can always set �P to just predict a uniform distribution on all outcomes in Y � and
in this case� no matter what the true conditional distribution on Y given x is�
the regret will be at most log jY j� This is because the relative entropy from any
distribution on a �nite set to the uniform distribution is at most the logarithm
of the cardinality of the set�

��� Assumption of a common marginal distribution

It is di�cult to obtain an accurate and completely general analysis of the min	
imax risk for arbitrary �� However� since our interest is only in predicting Y
given X� and not in predicting X itself� it is reasonable to consider a case where
all the joint distributions in � share the same marginal distribution on X� and
the only dierence among the various � � � is in the conditional distribution
on Y given X� In this case each joint distribution may be decomposed into a
conditional distribution on Y given X� which we denote by P��Y � yjx� or
P �Y � yjx� ��� and a marginal distribution on X� which we denote P��x�� for a
new� �xed parameter �� since this marginal is the same for all �� The joint dis	
tribution on X � Y will be denoted by P����x� y� � P��Y � yjx�P��x�� or� with
some abuse of notation� simply by P� when the common marginal distribution
on X is only implicitly de�ned� The comparison model class itself� consisting
of the set of all joint distributions fP���j� � �g will henceforth be represented
by the pair ����� when we wish to make the common marginal distribution on
X� P�� explicit� and otherwise it will be represented simply as �� leaving the
commonmarginal distribution implicitly de�ned� Notation for risk and minimax
risk will be similarly extended to include a speci�c subscript for � when needed�
Analysis of this special case focuses attention on the conditional distributions�
which are what we are really trying to learn� We restrict our attention to this
case for the remainder of this paper�

Now let us consider each labeled example �x� y� as if it were a single random
variable z � �x� y�� with distribution de�ned by the parameters � and �� Con	
sider the problem of estimating the distribution P����z� � P��Y � yjx�P��x�
from a random sample Sn � �x�� y��� � � � � �xn� yn� � z�� � � � � zn� drawn indepen	
dently according to the unknown distribution P����z�� knowing that � � �� and
knowing the commonmarginal distribution � on X� Estimating the distribution
of a random variable Z from independent observations z�� � � � � zn is a well stud	
ied problem� which we will call the problem of density estimation� even if the
resulting estimate is in the form of a more general probability distribution� and
not a simple density� Here we have de�ned a special type of density estimation
problem� Intuitively� since we already know the marginal distribution on X� this
special type of density estimation problem should just boil down to estimating
the conditional distribution on Y givenX� which is the pattern recognition prob	
lem we are studying in this paper� We show this formally below� This reduction



allows us to use results derived for the more general density estimation problem
when analyzing the pattern recognition problem�

To see how this reduction works� �rst let us de�ne the risk function for the
density estimation problem as in ����� Denote the estimate for the distribution
of Z given a sample Sn by �P �zjSn�� The risk in density estimation is de�ned to
be the average relative entropy between the true distribution and the predicted
distribution� i�e�

rdensity
n��� �P

���� � rdensity
n��� �P��

���� �
Z
Zn

dPn
�����Sn�DKL�P�������jj �P��jSn���

This is analogous to the de�nition of the risk rn��� �P ��
�� de�ned above for the

pattern recognition problem�
Now suppose that �P �Y � yjx� Sn� is a predictive distribution for the pattern

recognition problem� Let us de�ne the corresponding estimate for the density
estimation problem by �P��zjSn� � �P �Y � yjx� Sn�P��x�� We claim that with
this choice� the risk of the pattern recognition problem is the same as the risk
of the density estimation problem� Indeed

rdensity
n��� �P��

���� �
Z
Zn

dPn
�����Sn�

Z
Z

dP�����z� log
dP�����z�

d �P��zjSn�
�

Z
Zn

dPn
�����Sn�

Z
X

X
y

P���Y � yjx�dP��x� log P���Y � yjx�dP��x�
�P �Y � yjx� Sn�dP��x�

�

Z
Zn

dPn
�����Sn�

Z
X

dP��x�
X
y

P���Y � yjx� log P���Y � yjx�
�P �Y � yjx� Sn�

� rn��� �P����
���

To complete this reduction� we de�ne the minimax risk for the density esti	
mation problem as in ���� by

rminimax�densityn ��� � inf
�P

sup
����

rdensity
n� �P

�����

where the in�mum is over all possible estimators of the joint distribution on
Z � X � Y � We claim that

rminimax�densityn ��� � rminimaxn ���� ���

the minimax risk for the pattern recognition de�ned above� Indeed� since we have
shown above that we can get the same risk for all �� � � for both the pattern
recognition and density estimation problems by the density estimator �P��zjSn� �
�P �Y � yjx� Sn�P��x�� it is clear that rminimax�densityn ��� � rminimaxn ���� Now

suppose we choose any density estimator �Q�zjSn�� We may decompose this es	
timator into �Q�zjSn� � �Q�Y � yjx� Sn� �Q�xjSn�� Then by the chain rule for
relative entropy ������� the risk for the density estimation problem can be de	
composed into

rdensity
n��� �Q��

���� � rn��� �Q����
�� �

Z
Zn

dPn
�����Sn�

Z
X

dP��x� log
dP��x�

d �Q�xjSn�
�



The last term is never negative� and is zero only when �Q�xjSn� � P��x� for all

Sn� In this latter case� �Q is an estimator of the type used in our reduction� It
follows that the minimax risk in density estimation can be obtained by restricting
ourselves to such estimators� and hence rminimax�densityn ��� � rminimaxn ���� This
establishes claim ����

� Covering numbers and metric entropy

We now study the asymptotic properties of the minimax risk rminimaxn as the
sample size n grows� It is easy to verify that the minimax risk rminimaxn is
nonincreasing for all n� and in most cases approaches � as n goes to in�nity
����� The rate at which rminimaxn approaches � depends primarily on the metric
entropy properties of �� the topic to which we now turn�

The theory of packing and covering numbers� and the associated metric en	
tropy� was introduced by Kolmogorov and Tikhomirov in ����� and is commonly
used in the theory of empirical processes �see e�g� ���� ��� ��� �� ����� For the
following de�nitions� let �S� �� be any metric space�

De�nition�� �Metric entropy� also called Kolmogorov �	entropy ����� A parti	
tion� of S is a collection f	ig of subsets of S that are pairwise disjoint and whose
union is S� The diameter of a set A � S is given by diam�A� � supx�y�A ��x� y��
The diameter of a partition is the supremum of the diameters of the sets in the
partition� For � 
 �� by D��S� �� we denote the cardinality of the smallest �nite
partition of S of diameter at most �� or � if no such �nite partition exists� The
metric entropy of �S� �� is de�ned by

K��S� �� � logD��S� ���
We say S is totally bounded if D��S� �� �� for all � 
 ��

De�nition�� �Packing and covering numbers� For � 
 �� an ��cover of S is a
subset A � S such that for all x � S there exists a y � A with ��x� y� � ��
By N��S� �� we denote the cardinality of the smallest �nite �	cover of S� or �
if no such �nite cover exists� For � 
 �� an ��separated subset of S is a subset
A � S such that for all distinct x� y � A� ��x� y� 
 �� By M��S� �� we denote
the cardinality of the largest �nite �	separated subset of S� or � if arbitrarily
large such sets exist�

The following lemma is easily veri�ed �����

Lemma�� For any � 
 ��

M���S� �� � D���S� �� � N��S� �� �M��S� ���

It follows that the metric entropy K� �and the condition de�ning total bounded	
ness� can also be de�ned using either the packing or covering numbers in place
of D�� to within a constant factor in ��



Kolmogorov and Tikhomirov also introduced abstract notions of the dimen	
sion and order of metric spaces in their seminal paper ����� These can be used
to measure the �massiveness� of both spaces indexed by �nite dimensional pa	
rameter vectors and in�nite dimensional function spaces� In the following� the
metric � is omitted from the notation� being understood from the context�

De�nition�� The upper and lower metric dimensions ���� of S are de�ned by

dim�S� � lim sup
���

K��S�
log �

�

and

dim�S� � lim inf
���

K��S�
log �

�

�

respectively� When dim�S� � dim�S�� then this value is denoted dim�S� and
called the metric dimension of S� Thus

dim�S� � lim
���

K��S�
log �

�

�

For totally bounded S� we say that S is �nite dimensional if dim�S� � ��
else it is in�nite dimensional� To measure the massiveness of in�nite dimensional
spaces� including typical function spaces� further indices were introduced by
Kolmogorov and Tikhomirov� The functional dimension of S is de�ned similarly
as

df�S� � lim
���

logK��S�
log log �

�

�

with similar upper and lower versions� df and df � when this limit does not exist�
Finally� the metric order of S is de�ned as

mo�S� � lim
���

logK��S�
log �

�

�

with similar upper and lower versions� mo and mo�

� Hellinger distance

We can view the comparison model class � as a metric space� and calculate its
metric entropy� by specifying a metric on this space� It turns out that the right
metric to use is the Hellinger distance� If P � �p�� � � � � pk� and Q � �q�� � � � � qk�
are two discrete probability distributions� then the Hellinger distance between
P and Q is de�ned as

DHL�P�Q� �

�
kX
i��

�
p
pi �pqi��

����

�



That is� the Hellinger distance between P and Q is the Euclidean distance be	
tween �

p
p�� � � � �

p
pk� and �

p
q�� � � � �

p
qk�� The Hellinger distance can be gen	

eralized to discrete distributions on countably in�nite sets� and on continuous
sets such as the real line� by using l� and L� norms� respectively� in place of Eu	
clidean distance� The Hellinger distance is useful because it is a metric� and the
squared Hellinger distance approximates the relative entropy distance� which is
not a metric� The sense of this approximation is given� e�g�� in ����� This metric
has been used to give bounds on the risk of estimation procedures in statistics
by many authors� including LeCam ����� Birg�e ��� ��� Hasminskii and Ibragimov
����� and van de Geer �����

Now assume that � and �� are two joint distributions on X � Y with a
common marginal distribution on X� Then� when X is discrete� the Hellinger
distance between these two distributions is

DHL��� �
�� �

�X
x�y

�p
P �x�P �yjx� ���

p
P �x�P �yjx� ���

������

�

�X
x

P �x�
X
y

�p
P �yjx� ���

p
P �yjx� ���

������

�

This extends naturally to continuous X as well� Using this distance� if all the
distributions in � are distinct �i�e� dier on a set of positive measure�� which we
may assume without loss of generality� then ���DHL� is a metric space� else it is
a pseudo metric space� i�e� a metric space that possibly includes distinct points
at distance ��

� Rates for minimax risk

We are now in a position to state the main theorem about rates for minimax
risk� Let us de�ne the best exponent in the rate for the minimax risk by

e��� � supft � lim sup
n��

rminimaxn ���

n�t
� �g�

By calculating this best exponent� we can distinguish the various rates at which
the minimax risk approaches ��

Theorem�� Assume � is a comparison model class in which all models have
a common marginal distribution on X� Then the bounds on e��� given in the
following table are valid�



size of � bound on exponent

� is �nite e��� ��
dim���DHL� � � e��� � �

dim���DHL� � D where � � D �� e��� � �
df���DHL� � � where � � � �� e��� � �
mo���DHL� �  where � �  �� e��� � �

���

mo���DHL� �� e��� � �
���DHL� not totally bounded e��� � �

Proof� This follows directly from Theorem � in ����� using claim ���� To see
that the conditions of Theorem � in ���� hold� suppose jY j � K and let �P �Y �
yjx� � ��K for all x � X� Then note that in the density estimation problem that
corresponds to the pattern recognition problem under consideration� because of
the common marginal distribution� for any � 
 � and any ���Z

�dP�����
����d �P��

�� �

Z
X

dP��x�
X
y

�P���Y � yjx������ �P �Y � yjx����

� K�

Z
X

dP��x�
X
y

�P���Y � yjx�����

� K�

���

Thus the minimax risk for the regret function
R
�dP���������d �P���� is �nite as

required�

Thus for a comparison model class � of �nite dimension or �nite functional
dimension� the rate of convergence of the minimax risk �i�e� estimation error� to
zero as a function of sample size n is better than �

n���
for all positive �� but for

�larger� model classes of �nite metric order � the best rate is something like
�

n�������
� which is much slower for large metric order � Going to further extremes�

convergence is faster than any inverse polynomial for �nite model classes � �it
can be shown to be exponential in n ������ but model classes of in�nite metric
order� or that are not even totally bounded� are essentially �unlearnable� with
this de�nition of estimation error as minimax risk� for any learning method there
is a choice of true distribution that makes the convergence slower than �

n�
for

all positive �� The advantage of this theorem is that is gives a characterization
of the best possible rate of convergence entirely in terms of the metric entropy
of the model class �� without referring to any speci�c properties of the models
themselves� However� it does not give the most precise convergence rates that
can be stated for many common cases� especially �nite dimensional ones� This
is addressed in the following sections�

� Rates for cumulative minimax risk

More precise bounds on the rate of convergence for the minimax risk can be
obtained if we look at the cumulative risk� This is the total minimax average



regret �risk� for the �rst n predictions in a sequential or on line prediction setting�
in which the examples �x�� y��� � � � � �xn� yn� are presented to the learner one at a
time� and for each t between � and n� after seeing the �rst t�� examples St�� �
�x�� y��� � � � � �xt��� yt��� and the tth instance xt� the learner must produce an
estimated predictive probability distribution �P �Yt � yjxt� St���� The loss in this
sequential version of the prediction game is

nX
t��

log
P �Yt � ytjxt� ���
�P �Yt � ytjxt� St���

�

where P�� � with �� � �� is the true distribution� So the cumulative loss is simply
the total loss for all individual predictions� When we average this over possible
sequences of examples generated independently according to P�� � we get the
cumulative regret

Rn� �P ��
�� �

Z
�X�Y �n

dPn
���Sn�

nX
t��

log
P �Yt � ytjxt� ���
�P �Yt � ytjxt� St���

�

It is easily veri�ed� using the linearity of expectation� that

Rn� �P ��
�� �

nX
t��

rt� �P ��
���

So the cumulative regret for the �rst n predictions is just the sum of the regrets
for each of the predictions for sample sizes t between � and n� Finally� just as
before� the cumulative minimax risk is de�ned as the minimum over all classi�	
cation methods of the maximum cumulative regret over all true distributions in
�� i�e�

Rminimax
n � Rminimax

n ��� � inf
�P

sup
����

Rn� �P ��
���

Looking at the cumulative minimax risk provides an alternate way to study
the estimation error and its rate of convergence� When comparing the cumula	
tive minimax risk to the minimax risk de�ned above� called the instantaneous
minimax risk in ���� to contrast it with the cumulative minimax risk� note that
from the de�nition of the individual minimax risks rminimaxt � for � � t � n�
we see that for each separate t we are possibly looking at a dierent worst case
true distribution P�� when we compute the minimax risk rminimaxt � whereas for
the cumulative minimax risk Rminimax

n � the same true distribution P�� must
be used for all � � t � n� Thus the cumulative minimax risk is in some ways
a better measure of the sustained di�culty of the learning�prediction problem
over a range of sample sizes� while the instantaneous minimax risk for a partic	
ular sample size n could in principle re�ect the di�culty of the problem due to
particular distributions in � that are �hard� for that particular sample size n�
However� it turns out that this eect cannot be very strong� In particular� it can
be shown in general that Rminimax

n is nondecreasing in n� and

nX
t��

rminimaxt � Rminimax
n � nrminimaxn



�see ��� ��� �� ����� It follows that Rminimax
n grows at most linearly in n� since

rminimaxt � log jY j for all t� These inequalities also give fairly tight bounds on
Rminimax
n in terms of rminimaxn when rminimaxn decreases slowly� For example��

if rminimaxn � ��
p
n� then Rminimax

n � p
n� However� if rminimaxn � D�n then

the inequalities only tell us that D � Rminimax
n � D

Pn
t�� ��t � D log�n � ���

We get a more precise analysis of the cumulative minimax risk Rminimax
n by

bounding it directly in terms of the metric entropy of �� as in the results on the
minimax risk in the previous section� �Actually� the results on minimax risk are
derived from the results on cumulative minimax risk given here��

Theorem�� Assume � is a comparison model class in which all models have a
common marginal distribution on X� Then

�� If � is �nite then

Rminimax
n ���	 log j�j as n	��

�� If dim���DHL� � � then

Rminimax
n ��� � o�logn��

�� If dim���DHL� � D where � � D �� then

Rminimax
n ��� 
 D

�
logn�

�� If df���DHL� � � where � � � �� then

logRminimax
n ��� 
 � log logn�

�� If mo���DHL� �  where � �  �� then

logRminimax
n ��� 
 

� � 
logn�

	� If mo���DHL� �� or ���DHL� is not totally bounded� then

logRminimax
n ��� 
 logn�

Proof� Similar to the proof of Theorem �� but using Theorem � of �����

Furthermore� analogous results using upper and lower dimensions and or	
ders also hold in the situation when the upper and lower dimensions�orders are
dierent� For example� we can show

� For integer or real�valued functions f and g� we say f � g if limn��
f�n�
g�n� 
 �� f � g

if lim infn��
f�n�
g�n� � � and lim supn��

f�n�
g�n� ���



Theorem�� Assume � is a comparison model class in which all models have a
common marginal distribution on X� Then

lim sup
n��

Rminimax
n ���

logn
�
dim���DHL�

�

and

lim inf
n��

Rminimax
n ���

logn
�
dim���DHL�

�
�

Proof� Let Rminimax
n � Rminimax

n ��� and K��� � K����DHL�� By Lemma � of
����� there is some positive constant c such that for any n and any � 
 ��

minfK���� n����g � log � � Rminimax
n � K��� � c��n logn� c�

Here we verify the conditions of the lemma again as in the proof of Theorem ��
Now� in the lower bound let � � lognp

n
and in the upper bound let � � �p

n logn
�

Note that if dim���DHL� �� then K��� is O�log������� so minfK���� n����g �
K��� for large n if � � lognp

n
� It follows that

lim sup
n��

K� lognp
n
�

logn
� lim sup

n��
Rminimax
n

logn
� lim sup

n��

K� �p
n logn

�

logn
�

Looking at the upper bound� let m �
p
n logn� Then

lim sup
n��

K� �p
n logn

�

logn
� lim sup

m��

K� �m �

log m�

f�m�

�

where f�m� � log�m� Hence

lim sup
m��

K� �
m
�

log m�

f�m�

�
�

�
lim sup
m��

K� �
m
�

logm
�
dim���DHL�

�
�

Looking at the lower bound� a similar argument shows

lim sup
n��

K� lognp
n
�

logn
�
dim���DHL�

�
�

This establishes the �rst part of the theorem� The second part is established in
a similar manner�



� Vapnik�Chervonenkis entropy and dimension

In this section we examine how the results given here relate to results that
can be obtained by another approach that has often been used to analyze the
convergence rates of classi�cation methods� namely� the Vapnik	Chervonenkis
dimension ����� For simplicity� in this comparison we restrict ourselves to a special
class of classi�cation problems that we call noisy two�class learning �also called
�noisy concept learning� in the computational learning theory and AI machine
learning literature ����� In noisy two	class learning� the outcome space Y has just
two values� which we may designate as �� and ��� instead of an arbitrary �nite
set of values� as we have been assuming up to this point� Furthermore� not only
do the joint distributions in � all have the same marginal distribution on X�
but the conditional distributions on Y given X all have a special form described
as follows�

It is assumed that there is a �xed noise rate � � � � ���� and for each
distribution � � � there is a function f� � X 	 Y such that for all instances
x � X�

P �Y �� f��x�jx� �� � ��

You can view this conditional distribution as being generated by an un	
derlying functional relationship between X and Y � namely� Y � f��X�� com	
posed with an independent noise process that �ips the sign of Y indepen	
dently with probability �� Thus in this case our examples �x�� y��� � � � � �xn� yn�
are really a noise corrupted version of an underlying set of random examples
�x�� f��x���� � � � � �xn� f��xn�� of the function f�� for some unknown � � �� The
instances x�� � � � � xn are generated independently at random according to the
marginal distribution � on X�

Let us de�ne F� � ff� � � � �g� Vapnik	Chervonenkis theory provides a
way of bounding the estimation error of � in terms of certain combinatorial
properties of the class of functions F�� The key element of this theory is the
growth function� For the following de�nitions� let F be a family of f��g	valued
functions on a set X�

De�nition	� For each sequence xn � x�� � � � � xn inXn� letFjxn � f�f�x��� � � � � f�xn�� �
f � Fg� The growth function �F�n� is de�ned by

�F�n� � max
xn�Xn

jFjxn j�

where jSj denotes the cardinality of the set S� Thus �F�n� is the maximum
number of distinct functions that can be obtained by restricting the domain of
the functions in F to n points�

From the growth function we can de�ne the Assouad density of F ���� and
the Vapnik	Chervonenkis �VC� dimension of F � We treat the Assouad density
�rst� relating it to a certain supremum over the metric dimension� and return to
the VC dimension later�



De�nition
� The Assouad density of F is de�ned by

dens�F� � inffd 
 � � there exists C 
 � such that for all n � ���F�n� � Cndg�

It is easily veri�ed that

dens�F� � lim sup
n��

log�F�n�
logn

���

To see this� note that if r 
 lim supn��
log�F �n�

logn � then there exists r� � r and

n� such that for all n � n��
log�F �n�

logn � r�� which implies �F�n� � nr� � Hence

r 
 dens�F�� On the other hand� if r � lim supn��
log�F �n�

logn then there exists

r� 
 r such that �F �n� 
 nr� in�nitely often� and thus r � dens�F�� Equation
��� follows�

Now let P� be the probability distribution on X� For f� g � F�� de�ne
D��f� g� � P��f�x� �� g�x��� Then �F�� D�� is a �pseudo� metric space� This
metric space is related to the metric space ���DHL� that was central to the
results in the previous sections when � is the model class for a noisy two	class
learning problem� Let the noise rate be � and let c� � ��

p
� �p�� ���� Then

D�
HL��� �

�� �
Z
X

dP��x�
X
y�Y

�p
P �Y � yjx� ���

p
P �Y � yjx� ���

��
� c�D��f�� f����

Hence the metric entropies of these two spaces are related by

K����DHL� � K���c� �F�� D���

and thus if � is �nite dimensional�

dim���DHL� � �dim�F� � D��� ���

and similarly for dim and dim� Similar relations can be derived when � is
in�nite dimensional� In this manner� for the noisy two	class learning problem�
the results of the previous sections can be restated in terms of the scaling as
� 	 � of the metric entropy of the metric space �F�� D��� rather than the
metric space ���DHL�� A result of Assouad
s� given in a monograph by Dudley
����� relates this scaling� in the worst case over distributions P�� to the Assouad
density of F�� For the following de�nitions and results� let F be any class of
f��g	valued functions on a set X and P� be any distribution on X�

De�nition��� Let

s�F� � inffd 
 � � there is a C 
 � such that for every P� and � � � � ��M��F � D�� � C��dg�

Theorem��� 
Theorem ����� of ����

dens�F� � s�F�



Using a similar method� we can also relate s�F� directly to the upper dimen	
sion of �F � D���

Theorem���

s�F� � lim sup
���

sup
P�

K��F � D��

log �
�

� sup
P�

lim sup
���

K��F � D��

log �
�

� sup
P�

dim�F � D��

Proof� The �rst equality is similar to ���� and the last equality follows directly
from the de�nition of dim�F � D��� So we need only consider the middle equality�

Let l � lim sup��� supP�
K��F�D��

log �
�

and u � supP� lim sup���
K��F�D��

log �
�

� For any

function f�n�m��

lim sup
n

sup
m

f�n�m� � sup
m

lim sup
n

f�n�m��

so it su�ces to show that l � u� As this inequality is trivial when l � �� we will
assume � � l � �� Let f�ngn�� be a sequence of positive numbers such that
�n � ��n and f�ngn�� be a sequence of distributions on X such that

l � lim
n��

logM�n �F � D�n�

log �
�n

Using Lemma � it is clear that such sequences can be found� Suppose � � r �
t � l� and t ��� Let the distribution P� be de�ned by

dP��x� �
�

S

�X
n��

n�t�rdP�n�x��

where S �
P�

n�� n
�t�r ��� We claim that

r � lim sup
���

K��F � D��

log �
�

�

Since r can be chosen arbitrarily close to l� or arbitrarily large if l ��� and the
right hand side above is less than or equal to u� this shows that l � u�

To see that this claim holds� �rst note that for any set A � X and any n�

P��A� � P�n �A�

Snt�r
� Thus any �	separated set ofF under the metricD�n is an

�
Snt�r

	
separated set under the metric D�� For each n let M �n� �M�n�F � D�n�� Now

set �n � �n
Snt�r

� It follows that M	n �F � D�� � M �n�� Since limn��
logM�n�
log �

�n

�

l 
 t� there is an n� such that for all n � n�� M �n� 
 ��tn � Hence for large n�
M	n �F � D�� �M �n� 
 ��tn � However� �n 	 �� and

��tn � ��rn �r�tn � ��rn S�rn�t�r�tn 
 ��rn

for large n� since �n � ��n and r� t � �� It follows thatM	n �F � D�� 
 ��rn for
large n� and hence

r � lim sup
���

K��F � D��

log �
�

�

This establishes the claim�



As a corollary of Theorems �� and ����� we have

dens�F� � sup
P�

dim�F � D��� ���

It should be noted that this relationship between the growth rate of the maxi	
mum size of F restricted to n points and the metric entropy of �F � D�� requires
that one take the supremum over all distributions P�� If one does not� then there
is no close relationship between these two quantities� even if we use the expected
size of F restricted to n random points� For example� if we let X � ��� ��� P� be
the uniform distribution on X and F be the set of all f��g	valued functions that
are �� on at most d points� then

R
Xn dP

n
� �x

n�jFjxn j � nd but K��F � D�� � ��
since all functions dier only on a set of measure �� and hence are distance �
apart under the metric D��

The Assouad density is the exponent of the smallest polynomial function that
upper bounds the growth function �F �n�� The growth function has a curious
combinatorial property� either it is bounded by some polynomial in n� and hence
the Assouad density is �nite� or it is equal to �n for all n �and hence the Assouad
density is most decidedly in�nite�� In fact� if we let dimVC�F� be the largest n
such that �F �n� � �n� then if dimV C�F� � d ��� then �F�n� �

Pd
i��

�
n
i

� �
�en�d�d for all n � d � �� This result� often cited as Sauer
s Lemma ����� was
proven independently by Vapnik and Chervonenkis ���� ��rst in a slightly weaker
version�� dimV C�F� is called the VC dimension of F � It follows that

dens�F� � dimV C�F�� ���

This inequality is often tight� but not always tight� Indeed� for any �nite F �
dens�F� � �� yet there are �nite F with arbitrarily large VC dimension� How	
ever� for all F � dens�F� is �nite if and only if dimV C�F� is �nite�

Finally� we can put the above results together with the results of the pre	
vious section to obtain the following characterization of the estimation error
for noisy two	class learning problems� de�ned as the cumulative minimax risk
Rminimax
n ������

Theorem��� If � is any set of conditional distributions for the noisy two�class
learning problem with any noise rate � � � � ���� then if dimV C�F�� is �nite
we have

sup
P�

lim sup
n��

Rminimax
n �����

logn
� dens�F�� � dimV C�F��

and if dimV C�F�� is in�nite then supP� R
minimax
n ����� grows linearly in n�

Proof� If dimVC�F�� is �nite then using Theorem �� the dim version of Equa	
tion ���� Equation ���� and Equation ��� in that order� we have

sup
P�

lim sup
n��

Rminimax
n �����

logn
� sup

P�

dim�F� � D��

� dens�F��
� dimV C�F���



If dimV C�F�� is in�nite then for any n we can choose a distribution P� that
is uniform on a large �nite set X� � X that is shattered in the sense that
jFjX�

j � �jX�j� Suppose a function f is chosen uniformly at random from FjX�
�

If jX�j is large enough then the �rst n instances x�� � � � � xn will be distinct with
probability near �� and all labelings of these points with �� values y�� � � � � yn
will be equally likely to occur� Under such conditions� the average instantaneous
regret in predicting yt given �x�� y��� � � � � �xt��� yt��� and xt is a positive con	
stant for all � � t � n for any noise rate � � � � ��� and any prediction
method� so Rminimax

n ����� grows linearly in n� Since Rminimax
n ����� cannot

grow faster than linear in n for any �� as was remarked in Section �� it follows
that supP� R

minimax
n ����� grows linearly in n�

This theorem shows that supP� R
minimax
n ����� either grows logarithmically

or slower� or it grows linearly� There is no rate in between� Results of this type are
also available from the standard Vapnik	Chervonenkis theory ���� ���� However�
what is novel here is that in the case of logarithmic growth� the best possible
constant in front of the logarithm is identi�ed here to be the Assouad density�
It is di�cult to identify such constants with the standard Vapnik	Chervonenkis
theory� which relies on uniform convergence of empirical estimates� and therefore
gives only indirect bounds on the minimax risk�

Some tighter upper bounds are known for Theorem ��� In particular� in ����
it was shown that

Theorem��� If � is any set of conditional distributions for the noisy two�class
learning problem with any noise rate � � � � ���� and F � F�� then for all
marginal distributions P� on X

Rminimax
n ����� �

Z
Xn

dPn
� �x

n� log jFjxn j � log�F�n��

It is an open problem to obtain tighter lower bounds�

	 Conclusions

We have looked at the performance of the best possible classi�cation method in
terms of the minimax relative entropy risk� obtained by comparing the predictive
distribution produced by the particular classi�cation method to the best possible
distribution in a comparison model class �� We are able to characterize the best
performance that can be achieved in terms of the metric entropy of the model
class ��

One important question that remains is� what classi�cation method gives
this best possible performance� Recall that a Bayes method is one that em	
ploys a prior distribution over the model class �� and computes its predictive
distribution by averaging over all conditional distributions P �Y jx� ��� weighted
according to the posterior probability of � given the training examples� It turns
out that by careful choice of the prior� we can �nd Bayes methods that get



asymptotically close to the best minimax performance� The priors to use can be
found by examining the proof of the lower bound given in Lemma � of ����� upon
which the lower bound in the result given in Theorem � above is based� These
place a uniform prior distribution on a �nite subset of �� chosen to be a maxi	
mal �	separated subset with respect to the Hellinger distance for some suitable
�� The best value of � to use decreases as the sample size n grows� This idea is
quite intuitive� one picks a representative set of models in �� uses a uniform�
�noninformative�� prior on this set� lets the training data focus attention on the
best model by computing a posterior distribution over this representative set
of models� which will place much higher weight on those models that perform
well on the training data� then �nally uses an average of these well	performing
models to form the predictive distribution for future outcomes� To get more and
more accuracy as the number of training examples grows� one chooses larger
and larger representative model sets� obtained by using a �ner �mesh�� i�e� a
smaller separation � between representative models� This leads to a kind of sieve
method� as discussed in the introduction�

In some cases� in the limit as the sample size n goes to in�nity� and hence
the separation � goes to zero� the uniform distribution over the maximal �	
separated set of models approaches something like a Jereys
 prior over the
model class �� which is known already to be asymptotically minimax �called
�asymptotically least favorable� for technical reasons� for relative entropy risk
in smooth parametric cases ����� It is an interesting open problem to determine to
what extent this holds for more general �� and what characterizes asymptotically
minimax �generalized Jereys
 priors��

As a practical classi�cation method� the Bayes method using a uniform prior
on an �	separated set has two drawbacks

�� The size of the �	separated set may grow too large too quickly as � 	 ��
This happens for higher �nite dimensional �� and for in�nite dimensional
�� This is kind of a �curse of dimensionality��

�� To compute the �	separated set� it is required that one know the common
marginal distribution P� on the the instance space X that it shared by the
models in �� Often this distribution is not known� and one wants to do
classi�cation using a class of conditional distributions on the outcome Y
given X� leaving the marginal distribution on X unspeci�ed�

The �rst problem is a deep one� In cases where the asymptotically minimax
prior is known and the posterior for this prior can be e�ciently computed then
this prior can be used in place of the priors on individual �	separated sets� In
applications of Bayes methods where such computations are not tractable it is
common to employ Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods� However� it is di�cult
to give precise theoretical bounds on the performance of such methods�

The second problem can be handled by either trying to estimate the marginal
distribution on the instance space� or by developing a method that works even
for the worst case marginal distribution� In section � we have outlined what
can be achieved with the latter approach in the special case of noisy two	class
classi�cation problems� relating our theory to the Vapnik	Chervonenkis theory�



It remains an important open problem to extend this analysis to arbitrary com	
parison model classes with a common marginal distribution� A related problem
is to extend the whole of the theory used in this paper to handle the case where
the models do not share a common marginal distribution�
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